4,500,000 WORKERS CAST VOTES FOR SOVIET GERMANY

Bitter Fights Ahead This Winter; Jobless Expose "Cincinnati Plan"

Cincinnati Unemployed Wait Tens of Thousands for Source Weak Soup

Mass Morale Is Capitalized

Starve in City of the New Famous "Cincinnati Plan"

Police Check Men From Employment Agency
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Children of the New Day
-A Story of Soviet Youth

A Written Version of the Russian Movie For American Working Class Children

(Continued)

"This story is about a man who worked at a factory and was killed by the fascists. He was a..."

The flower shop, a place where people come to buy flowers, is a common sight in the city. Many people go there to buy flowers, to express their love or to show their respects. The shop is crowded with people, all looking for the perfect flower to express their feelings.

A.F.L. Faker is a boss politician, Petitty Faker

"Non-Partisan" Policy is Bosses' Policy

Faker Workers

"I don't think this is the right way to handle the situation..."

The organizers are having a meeting to plan their next steps. They are discussing what they can do to make the situation better. They are also thinking about how to reach out to more people and to make them aware of the situation.

4,500,000 GERMAN WORKERS VOTE FOR COMMUNISTS

Shaper Class Battles Loss in Germany

(Continued from Page One)

"The elections were held in the city..."

The elections were held in the city, and the workers were the main focus. Many people came to vote, and the results were announced. The communists were the main winners, and they took control of the city.

FIGHT LYING VICTORY COMMUNIST

(Continued from Page One)

"We are the communists..."

The communists are preparing for the next elections. They are working hard to win the hearts of the workers, and they are confident that they will be successful.

Bishop Brown's Books

COMMUNISM AND CHRISTIANITY

This is a book that discusses the relationship between communism and Christianity. The author explores the ideas of both sides and tries to find a way to reconcile them.

Only Three More Weeks Left to the Gigantic DAILY WORKER Morning Freiheit

1 Million

One Million

Sold at Proletarian Prices

British-U.S. Auto Bows to Sharpener Fight

LONDON—As the part of the..."